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When meeting with people from different parts of the world, I quite often hear about the 
questionable image of prefabricated concrete. One hears people say things like “it stems from the 
1960s and 70s”. With this book we aim to respond to such ideas by demonstrating the beauty and 
the potential of precast. Therefore, different kinds of graphic concrete™ references representing 
infrastructure, public, residential, industrial and commercial buildings were chosen.

It is our mission to build a better environment by using graphic concrete™ technology in 
prefabricated concrete. The idea and purpose of this book is the same: be inspired with us and by us.

A patented technology, graphic concrete™ was invented by interior architect Samuli Naamanka. 
Graphic Concrete Ltd. gives architects and designers a novel way to design and to use patterned 
concrete surfaces. For the prefabrication concrete industry we offer products for exposing designed 
patterns on concrete. Our aim is “industrial architecture”, meaning that stylish and even unique 
concrete surfaces can be produced industrially and in an efficient way.

It wouldn’t have been possible to produce this book without all the creative architects and designers 
who use graphic concrete™ in a skillful way. Naturally, developers and prefabrication companies 
have also played a significant role. Not forgetting to mention our reference book project team of 
Jutta Telivuo (architect), Samuli Naamanka (interior architect and inventor of graphic concrete™), 
Katri-Liisa Pulkkinen (architect and graphic designer), Tiia Ettala (architect and photographer), who 
all receive a special thank you. Our clients, photographers and many other people have also been 
invaluable. Thank you all!

I hope you find a lot of pleasure reading this book and, above all, I hope it inspires you.

Harri Lanning, Managing Director, CEO Graphic Concrete Ltd.

The beauty and the potential of precast – graphic concrete™
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Graphic concrete™ is based on the innovation of interior architect Samuli 
Naamanka. In the late 1990s, Samuli began to develop retarders and printing 
methods to produce artwork and patterns on concrete surfaces. The inspiration 
was to create a real industrial product for large-scale surfaces, a tool with which 
architects could be more visually creative. Traditional methods were mainly based 
on handicrafts and represented small pieces of art. Eventually the techniques he 
developed were patented and the company Graphic Concrete Ltd. was born in 
2002. Veli-Pekka Rydenfelt, a civil engineer, took over the commercialization of the 
company and became its first managing director.

The company offers this technology to architects to use in concrete facade designs 
and for prefabrication companies to adopt in the precasting process. The industrial 
architecture of graphic concrete™ started in Finland and very soon the first 
references were built. The first facades produced used patterns with simple stripes. 
As architects began to understand the possibilities of the new technology, repetitive 
patterns became more common. Repetitive patterns designed by architects fall 
under the brand name GCPro™ to differentiate these from the GCCollection™ 
which is Graphic Concrete’s own collection of repetitive patterns.

Today, precast facades, sound barriers, partition walls, building parts, slabs and 
precast floors are all examples of design areas where the innovative technology 
of graphic concrete™ are in use. The company is enjoying good growth and many 
of its projects are international. The innovative technology of graphic concrete™ is 
here briefly described.

The fundamental idea is the application of a surface retarder onto the surface of a 
special membrane against which a precast element is cast. The surface retarders 
that we print onto the membrane expose the concrete surface by not allowing the 
concrete surface to harden in the casting. The unhardened surface that is left is washed 
away. The normal depth of the pattern, the so-called fine exposure, is about 1 mm. 
Architects can be creative with these very simple tools in order to achieve very different 
surfaces on concrete by altering the aggregate, pigmenting the concrete mass and, 
most importantly, by giving the concrete surface a pattern design. The end result is a 
patterned, smooth or completely exposed surface.

Casting of the precast elements takes place in a precast factory, which usually offers 
local aggregates and traditions in the exposed precast. The membranes printed by 
Graphic Concrete Ltd. are delivered to the precast factory specifically chosen for a 
project by the developer or builder.

Graphic Concrete Ltd.’s method allows precast concrete manufacturers to produce 
high-quality concrete elements and slabs and offer a new range of products to 
designers. Graphic Concrete Ltd. takes part in the building process throughout the 
planning, casting and building phases until the final concrete surfaces are unveiled and 
become public.

The references presented in this book allow us to enter local cultures through the 
architectural application of graphic concrete™ technology, with the motives in pattern 
design arising directly from local surroundings.

The mission of Graphic Concrete Ltd. is becoming concrete.

Jutta Telivuo, architect, Graphic Concrete Ltd.

In the short explanatory texts accompanying the projects, we guide
you to a better understanding of how the graphics or patterns are
exposed in the concrete surface.

The GCCollection™ is our own range of repetitive patterns, and
GCPro™ is the definition for a repetitive pattern design by the
architect.
GCArt&Design™ stands for artwork with unique images.
GCSmooth™ is used for producing a fair face finish.
The GCExpose™ range offers a fine exposed aggregate finish of
three different depths.

GCExpose™ white cement and white aggregates
Photo
Jutta Telivuo

About graphic concrete™ technology
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Projects
 8  SC Johnson “Project Honor”
 12  Zwembadsite Leuven
 16  Hämeenlinna Provincial Archive
 24  As Oy Helsingin Siluetti Housing Company
 26  Zetas Trädgård
 28  Frölunda Torg
 30  KV Mältaren
 32  As Oy Helsingin Sini Housing Company
 34  Stockmann Q-Park Parking Entrance
 38  Sultrade
 40  South Karelia Central Hospital
 42  H.A.N.S Industrial Building
 44  Ampliació Parc Bombers Zona Franca
 46  Confac Factory Building
 48  Kerteminde Efterskole
 50  Liberty Square Tallinn
 52  Environmental Art:  ‘’Memory Tracks”
 54  Kamppi Service Tunnel
 56  Moveres Business Garden
 58  Nokia Parking Hall
 60  Kontordomicil Viborg
 62  Child Center Voudende
 64  Ambercon Factory Facility
 66  Albert Edelfelt School
 70  Attunda Tingsrätt
 74  graphic concrete™ in the precast factory
76 As Oy Helsingin Vanhalinna Housing Company

Kamppi Service Tunnel

Photo
Tiia Ettala
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SC Johnson “Project Honor” 
USA, 2010

Architecture: Foster + Partners, Co-architects: Epstein
Pattern: GCArt & Design™ 
Graphic design: Ralph Appelbaum Associates
Developer: SC Johnson
Constructor: Gilbane Building Company
Prefabrication:  International Concrete Products

Photo
James Steinkamp, Steinkamp Photography
Fabio Gherardi 
Ralph Appelbaum Associates, Inc.
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SC Johnson “Project Honor” 
USA, 2010

Inspired Architecture by Foster + Partners: SC Johnson Fortaleza Hall
Fortaleza Hall honors the SC Johnson family history and celebrates the spirit of 
adventure. Curved graphic concrete™ interior walls add to the visual effect of 
the experience of Project Honor: Fortaleza Hall and the Community Building.
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Zwembadsite Leuven 
Leuven, Belgium 2008

(between two squares): 40 apartments and 5 commercial spaces

Architecture: Bob361 architects
Pattern: GCPro™ Porcelain Crackle design by: Bob361 architects
Developer:  Implant nv, Extensa nv
Prefabrication: Eurobeton

Photo
André Nullens
Jutta Telivuo
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Zwembadsite Leuven 
Leuven, Belgium 2008

The design finishes the Smets square and the residue spaces, 
creates new passages, integrates the existing Fabiola building 
and encloses a new informal semi-public/semi-private court-
yard. The apartment building acts as an intermediate zone 
between two different scale levels and each building block is 
finalized by taking its own logic into account. The commercial 
space is implanted on the ground level around the Smets 
square, the residential spaces are concentrated and orientated 
around/towards the courtyard. On the side of the Hogeschool 
square the project foresees townhouses and a “corner-build-
ing” with apartments and a commercial space. Lofts are used 
to make the transition from the Pauscollege-building to the 
new apartment building.  -Bob361architects
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Hämeenlinna Provincial Archive
Hämeenlinna, Finland, 2009

Architecture: Heikkinen–Komonen Architects
Pattern: Artwork, GCPro™
Graphic artist: Aimo Katajamäki, Aimonomia Oy
Developer: Senaatti-kiinteistöt
Prefabrication: Parma Oy

Prizes:
Architectural Award Concrete Façade 2009, Finland
Concrete Structure of the Year 2009, Finland

Photo
Mikaela Löfroth
Kari  Palsila
Matti-Pekka Pulkkinen
Jutta Telivuo
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Hämeenlinna Provincial Archive
Hämeenlinna, Finland, 2009

“We decided to coat the facades of the archive with graffiti. This 
black national memory stick is embroidered with tags found in the 
depths of the archive: from peasants’ bookmarks and the letters of 
kings to contemporary Internet symbols. This was made possible 
by graphic concrete™ technology.” Mikko Heikkinen, architect
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Hämeenlinna Provincial Archive
Hämeenlinna, Finland, 2009
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Hämeenlinna Provincial Archive
Hämeenlinna, Finland, 2009
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As Oy Helsingin Siluetti Housing Company
Helsinki, Finland, 2008

Architecture: B&M Architects
Pattern: GCCollection™ Grass
Developer: APP Palmberg
Prefabrication: Pikon Betoni Oy

Photo
Jutta Telivuo
Tiia Ettala
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Zetas Trädgård, Garden
Kungens Kurva, Segeltorp, Sweden

Architecture: Lindberg Stenberg Arkitekter AB
Pattern: GCCollection™ Grass
Prefabrication: Betoniluoma Oy

Photo
Jutta Telivuo
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Frölunda Torg, Shopping centre renovation and enlargement
Gothenburg, Sweden 2009

Architecture: White arkitekter AB, Gothenburg
Pattern: GCPro™ 
Design by White arkitekter AB: SIR/MSA Susanna von Eyben
Developer: Diligentia
Prefabrication: Strängbetong AB

“The sixties architecture of Frölunda emphasizes forms; the circle is especially profound.  That the 
enlargement would express the circle was a simple choice. The pattern experienced at a distance is the 
form of a circle, but as the viewer approaches the circle the form becomes surprising. The forms finally 
become circles of children at play. The repetitive pattern consists of images of children from my picture 
archives, my own children and the children of other people. There were several parameters to take into 
consideration while creating the images suitable for the prefab process. It was important to create even 
but variable images; there are only two reports that repeat. The close cooperation with the producers 
made the good result possible.” Susanna von Eyben, White architects

Photo
Susanna von Eyben
Jutta Telivuo
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KV Mältaren, Frieze
Hammarbysjöstad, Stockholm, 2010

Architecture: Primula
Artistic co-operation: Torleif Falk, architect, Primula
GCArt&Design™ by Lars Arrhenius
Developer: Primula Byggnads AB

Photo
Jutta Telivuo

“By applying graphics to the facade it may deliver a chosen 
message. Primula is the developer for the Kvarteret Mältaren 
project in the new seaside area of Stockholm, Hammarby Sjöstad. 
For this building there is an artwork implemented on the facades. 
The artwork tells a story with real life situations, and the story is 
told by figures in pictogram form using graphic concrete™. This 
adds to the street level excitement, there is a new dimension to 
the architecture and a visual experience for visitors.” Torleif Falk, 
Project developer, Architect SAR-MSA, Primula
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As Oy Helsingin Sini Housing Company
Arabiabranta, Helsinki, 2001

Architecture: MSVOY Architects
Pattern: GCArt&Design™ by Päivi Kiuru and Samuli Naamanka
Prefabrication: Parma Oy

Photo
Samuli Naamanka
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Stockmann Q-Park Parking Entrance
Kalevankatu 2, Helsinki, Finland 2009

Architecture: Laatio Architects Ltd.
Artistic co-operation: Interior architect Samuli Naamanka,  
Founder of Graphic Concrete Ltd.
GCArt&Design™ Images of Stockmann spiral staircases
Developer: Stockmann Oyj Abp
Prefabrication: Parma Oy

Photo
Jutta Telivuo
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Stockmann Q-Park Parking Entrance
Kalevankatu 2, Helsinki, Finland 2009

“The ramp on Kalevankatu is not intended to represent as such a rush under 
ground but an invitation to enter the main door and step inside. The drive offers 
various experiences underground in the depths of the City of Helsinki. After 
driving underground and ascending to street level, the experience culminates 
in the timeless architecture of the Stockmann department store, which the 
graphic concrete artwork on the walls of the tunnel also represents,” Juha 
Lampi,  architect, Laatio Architects Ltd.

“I was invited by architect Pekka Laatio to design the artwork of the Stockmann 
department store parking tunnel on Kalevankatu in Helsinki. It is a demanding 
location and the first thought was the familiar suggestion of Helsinki residents, 
i.e. ‘Let’s meet under the Stockmann clock’. The thought that in the future the 
entrance to Stockmann by car would be through an artwork was fabulous. 
Where is the entrance from Mannerheiminkatu? Just drive through the 
artwork!” Samuli Naamanka, interior architect
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Sultrade
Espoo, Finland, 2010

Architecture: Groop & Tiensuu Arkkitehdit
Pattern: GCPro™ by Groop & Tiensuu Arkkitehdit
Prefabrication: Pielisen Betoni Oy

Photo
Jutta Telivuo
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 South Karelia Central Hospital
Lappeenranta, Finland, 2008

Architecture: Arkkitehtuuritoimisto Ovaskainen Oy
Pattern: GCCollection™ Birch tree forest
Developer: Lemminkäinen Oy
Prefabrication: Matrella Oy

Photo
Jutta Telivuo
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H.A.N.S Industrial Building
Czech Republic, 2009

Architecture:  Ing. arch. Jan Jarolímek
Pattern: GCCollection™ Atom Cross
Developer: H.A.N.S. stavby, a.s. 
Prefabrication: H.A.N.S. stavby, a.s.

Photo
Ing. arch. Jan Jarolímek
Aleš Jungmann MgA., QEP
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Ampliació Parc Bombers Zona Franca
Barcelona, Spain, 2009

Architecture: Bosch ARQ projectes d’arquitectura
Pattern: GCCollection™ Stripes
Developer: GISA
Constructor: Novantia Integral
Prefabrication: Hormipresa

Photo
Bosch ARQ arquitectes
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Confac Factory Building
Renders, Denmark, 2008

Architecture: Arkitema architects 
Pattern: GCPro™ by Arkitema
Prefabrication: Confac A/S

Photo
Jutta Telivuo
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Kerteminde Efterskole, School
Kerteminde, Denmark, 2009

Architecture: Arkitektfirmaet TKT A/S Jesper Thyge Brøgger, Arkitekt Aps 
Pattern: GCCollection™ Timbered
Prefabrication: Confac A/S

Photo
Ole Jakobsen
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Liberty Square
Tallinn, Estonia, 2009

Architecture: Andres Alver, Veljo Kaasik and Tiit Trummal Architects
Surface: GCSmooth™
Prefabrication: Pärnu betoonimestar and Alistron AS

Photo
Jutta Telivuo
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Environmental Art project: ''Memory Tracks"
Falkulla, Helsinki, 2002

Pattern: GCArt & Design™
Design: Arba, Päivi Kiuru, Samuli Naamanka,  
Merja Salonen, Eeva-Kaisa Berry
Prefabrication: Parma Oy / HB Betoni Oy

Photo 
Tiia Ettala
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Kamppi Service Tunnel
Ruoholahdenkatu 1, Helsinki, Finland, 2010

Architecture: Olli Pekka Jokela Architects Ltd.
Pattern: GCPro™ branches of park trees  
by Olli Pekka Jokela Architects
Developer: City of Helsinki
Prefabrication: Parma Oy

“Lastenlehto is a typical city park surrounded by large leafy trees. 
The service tunnel now forms one side of the park. We wanted 
the built side of the park to be marked on the tunnel with leafy 
trees in a new way. The graphic concrete™ with the greenish 
background and graphical branches of trees became the solu-
tion.” Olli Pekka Jokela, architect, Marja Mikkola, architect

Photo
Tiia Ettala
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Moveres Business Garden
Kutomotie 2, Helsinki, Finland

Architecture: SARC Architects LTD
Pattern: GCPro™ leaves pattern
Design: Textile artist Outi Martikainen
Developer: Peab Oy
Prefabrication: Parma Oy

”Thanks to graphic concrete™, the precast industry can produce 
impressive concrete surfaces out of pure concrete with no add-
on materials. We can also focus on cost effectiveness and safety 
of use, which are important factors for us at precast factories.” 
Jarmo Murtonen, Managing Director, Parma Oy

Photo
Matti-Pekka Pulkkinen
Jutta Telivuo
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Nokia Parking Hall
Espoo, Finland, 2007

Architecture: Arkkitehtitoimisto Larkas & Laine Oy
Pattern: GCPro™ by Arkkitehtitoimisto Larkas & Laine Oy 
Prefabrication: Parma Oy

Photo
Tomi Parviainen
Jutta Telivuo
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Kontordomicil Viborg
Viborg, Denmark, 2010

Architecture: KPF Arkitekter AS
Pattern: GCCollection™ Vertex
Prefabrication: Ambercon A/S

“The building is a modern company house in a three-story structure with 
an area of 3,500 m². It is the winning result of an invitational competition 
between three teams of architects and contractors. From the outset 
the design was based on the idea of a concrete-building, constructed in 
concrete wall elements with graphical concrete in white and light-grey 
colour. The result is a precise box-shaped white building revealing a 
friendly interior with Scandinavian materials, grey slate stone-tiles, pine 
wood, slim aluminium window profiles and concrete facades with depth, 
structure and the geometrical play between lines repeated and other 
lines crossing diagonally.”  Morten Bluhm, architect MAA

Photo
Curt Lindroth
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Child Center Voudende
Veldwijk, Ermelo, the Netherlands

Architecture: Anne Klein Breteler
Pattern: GCPro™ Katri-Liisa Pulkkinen, architect
Prefabrication: Heesakkers Beton bv

“The wall is a mirror of a forest-like environment. When 
you see the wall in its surroundings, it looks almost 
soft. The wall is beautiful, very special. It’s amazing 
how accurately the millimetre-precise pattern etching 
appears.” Anne Klein Breteler, architect

Photo
Fabienne de Boer
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Ambercon Factory Facility
Støvring, Denmark, 2009

Architecture: KPF Arkitekter AS
Pattern: GCPro™ by KPF Arkitekter AS
Prefabrication: Ambercon AS

Photo
KPF Arkitekter AS
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Albert Edelfelt School
Porvoo, Finland, 2009

Architecture: Arkkitehtitoimisto Leena Yli-Lonttinen
Pattern: GCArt&Design™ images of Albert Edelfelt paintings 
by Arkkitehtitoimisto Leena Yli-Lonttinen
Developer: NCC 
Prefabrication: Betoniluoma Oy

Photo
Jutta Telivuo
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Albert Edelfelt School
Porvoo, Finland, 2009
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Attunda Tingsrätt
Sollentuna, Stockholm, 2010

Architecture: Svante Forsström Arkitekter AB
Pattern: GCCollection™ Square8rough
Developer: Skanska

Photo
Jutta Telivuo
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Attunda Tingsrätt, 
Sollentuna, Stockholm, 2010
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graphic concrete™ in the precast factory

The membrane is delivered on a roll from the 
graphic concrete™ production to the concrete 
precast factory.

A vibrating table removes air from the 
concrete. 

The next day, the mould is raised and the element 
comes off. 

The element is transported to the washing area and the 
membrane rolls off. 

High pressure washing. Detail of the pattern. The element dries and waits to be transported 
to the building site. 

The casting is prepared by cleaning the mould and cutting the 
membrane according to the element drawings.

The membrane is spread out on the clean mould table 
with the retardered side facing the concrete. 

The reinforcement is placed on the membrane. The casting starts. The  mould is filled with concrete mass.  

Photo
Pekka Agarth
Veli-Pekka Rydenfelt
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As Oy Helsingin Vanhalinna Housing Company
Helsinki, Finland, 2011

Architecture: Architects Lahdelma & Mahlamäki
Pattern: GCPro™ by Architects Lahdelma & Mahlamäki
Developer:  Kiinteistö-Tapiola Oy
Prefabrication: Ämmän Betoni Oy

Photo
Tiia Ettala
Illustration
Architects Lahdelma & Mahlamäki
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info@graphicconcrete.fi 

tel. +358 9 6842 0093

fax. +358 9 6842 0091 

www.graphicconcrete.com

www.graphicconcrete.nl




